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ABBREVIATIONS
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Action Works Nepal
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CFUG
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Department for International Development

DFO
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Equipment Based Road Work

GoN

Government of Nepal

H&S

Health and Safety
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Information Communication and Technology
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Infrastructure Development Office
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International Management Consulting

LRPS

Local and Provincial Road Standards

LRUCs

Local Road User Committees

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MHLR

Mugu Humla Link Road

MoFAGA

Ministry of Federal Affairs and General Administration

MoPID

Ministry of Physical Infrastructure Development

MRP

Maintenance and Resilience Pilot (a component under RAP3 MHLR)

MTMP

Municipal Transport Master Plan

PMV

Performance Management and Verification

PRN

Provincial Road Network

PTMP

Provincial Transport Master Plan

RAP3

Rural Access Programme Phase 3

RBG

Road Building Group

RMG

Road Maintenance Group

SRBG

Special Road Building Group

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics

WMS

Works Method Statement
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1 INTRODUCTION
This is the fourth trimester report of the DFID-UK Aid funded Rural Access Programme Phase 3- Mugu
Humla Link Road Project (RAP3-MHLR) since the start of the project implementation (29th October
2018). The report covers the period of 1st November 2019 to 29th February 2020. The report
summarises the information presented in the project’s monthly reports from the trimester, in particular
the key achievements, results and issues experienced. It also provides additional information and data
on the project that was not relevant for inclusion in the monthly reports, or which it is too onerous to
collect on a monthly basis.

2 PROGRESS SUMMARY
The schematic below summarises the physical progress achieved to date. Coloured bars show sections
where the milestone has been achieved. Gaps in the milestones for track opening and substantial
completion relate to ‘critical’ or difficult sections. For example, structures at hairpin bends or water
crossings, and track opening at gully sections or where fill slope structures are needed to achieve full
width.
Between Chainage 26 and 41 are multiple hairpin bends with significant structures that will take some
time to fully complete. The section around Chainage 41.5 is relatively flat where structures are not
required (the road traverses the hillside). A total of 34.67km is substantially completed, 59.01 km full
width track, and 62.58 km track opened to 3m by 29th February 2020.

This trimester period covers the snowfall and winter rainfall seasons. Heavy and frequent snowfall
and saturated slopes and earthen road surface create a working environment more hazardous than
during the dry season. Therefore, physical output rates are modest as expected to be. Despite the
need for occasional work stoppages during snowfall and the early closing of work sites due to cold,
we have managed to meet the overall progress targets for this Trimester.
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Time elapsed to date is 16/24 months or 66.7%.
Weighted Physical Progress is 74.74%% (99.97% of the 74.76% planned)
Financial Progress is 29.59% (91.58% of the 32.31% planned).

TOP 5 SUCCESSES:
1. 3.0 m wide track open completed up to 62.5 including 14 KM completed during EBRW pilot,
almost the whole length except two critical sections in which we need to proceed with caution.
2. Substantial completion of 34.0km, 55% of the total road length, and weighted progress of
60%.
3. Wild walnut species saplings were selected for piloting winter plantation as compensatory
plantation in Humla and Mugu. So far 5000 saplings have been planted in Humla side during
this trimester.
4. Continuation of works during the severe weather conditions (reported locally as being the
worst known for many years) due to well managed resources and supply chain.
5. Province and Local Road Standards, PTMP and MTMP Guidelines finalised and with GON
for approval and distribution.

3 RESULTS
3.1 ACHIEVEMENTS OF THIS TRIMESTER
3.1.1 Physical Progress
The cumulative physical progress achieved was 74.74% at the end of this trimester. Progress during
the Trimester was 99.97% of that planned. The cumulative physical plan and progress at the end of the
4th trimester is as presented in below table.
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Ref
a)
b)
c)
d)

Milestone
Improvements substantial
completion
3m track opening

Baseline Planned Cumulative

Actual Cumulative

Previous
Total

Nov '19

Dec '19

Jan '20

Feb '20

Nov '19

Dec '19

Jan '20

Feb '20

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4

5%

44.00

47.00

49.00

49.00

49.00

44.00

48.50

48.50

48.50

49

15%

49.00

52.00

56.00

56.00

60.00

50.60

54.60

54.60

58.60

63

30%

23.00

23.00

29.00

29.00

33.00

25.00

30.00

30.00

34.00

63

50%

4.5m track opening
Substantial completion
(new)
Totals

120.00

126.00

138.00

138.00

146.00

123.60

137.10

137.10

145.10

Weighted Progres

60.06%

62.40%

69.68%

69.68%

74.76%

62.41%

69.66%

69.66%

74.74%

100.00%

99.96%

99.96%

99.97%

Weighted % actual / planned

Contract
Weighting
Value

100%

Note: Contract value for 3m track opening is only 49km (not 63km) due to 14km having been opened
previously under RAP3 EBRW pilot.
Under the maintenance planning works, the following milestones have been achieved (at March end).





RMGs mobilised on 921/1000 km PRN (94%) and 661/783 km MRCN (89%)
PTMP finalised for Karnali Province, awaiting formal approval.
MTMP draft reports prepared for 2/10 priority municipalities, data collected for a further 6, data
mostly collected (but with some missing data) for the remaining 2 municipalities.
35/36 planned SMG contracts mobilised. 14 groups have completed their assigned works.
Overall progress is 63%.

3.1.2
Ref

Financial Progress
Milestone

W1 Progress Milestones

Previous
Total
3,225,417

W2 Completion Milestones

140,218

W3 Management Milestones

660,069

Totals
% of Budget
Weighted % actual / planned

4,025,703
25.97%

Baseline Planned by Month
Nov '19

Dec '19

78,980
19,281
98,261
0.63%

Jan '20

244,951
122,759
788,363
5.09%

Feb '20
-

420,653

Actual by Month
56,977

19,281
19,281
0.12%

Nov '19
79,056

19,281
76,259
0.49%

Dec '19
243,998

122,759
201,815

Jan '20
-

19,281
263,279

Contract
Value

Feb '20
56,977

-

-

19,281

19,281

19,281

11,217,403
2,804,351
1,478,246

76,259

1.30%

1.70%

0.12%

0.49%

205.39%

33.40%

100.00%

100.00%
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Log Frame Results
Feb-17

Planned

Jun-17

0

Achieved

Jun-18

Jun-19

February 2020 Actual

a) Training and testing
started in 1 Municipality
b) 0

Technical Notes (guidelines) for Road
Design Features, Excavator Management
and Roadside Structures prepared, field
tested, finalised in consultation with GON
and awaiting final approval.

a) Initial 10 day advanced
training given to EBRW
Pilot excavator operators in
Rugha (Mugu)
b) 0

completed 2018

Source:
RAP3 MHLR management information systems
Baseline
Planned

Jun-17

0

Achieved

Jun-18

Jun-19

Survey and design of 67km
road completed

completed 2018

Survey and design completed

completed 2018

Source:
RAP3 MHLR management information systems
Baseline

Jun-17

Planned

Jun-18
Improvement: 0km
3.0m track: 0km
4.5m full width: 0km
Substantial completion:
0km

Jun-19
Improvement: 4km
3.0m track: 45km
4.5m full width: 34km
Substantial completion: 17km
Weighted Overall Completion: 45.4%

Improvement: 4km
3.0m track: 62.5km
4.5m full width: 58.6 km
Substantial completion: 34 km
Weighted Overall Completion: 74.77%

Achieved
Source:
RAP3 MHLR management information systems
Baseline

Jun-17

Planned

Jun-18
0

Jun-19
Total- 200000, Male- 120000, Female80,000 (40%)

Total- 355,520, Male- 203,577 Female151,943 (43%)

Achieved

Source:
RAP3-MHLR management information systems
15.50

GON (£) =

4 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND VERIFICATION
4.1 INTERNAL MONITORING AND REVIEWS
Several important site visits by central team were carried out this Trimester. These are summarised in
the table below.
SN

Date

Visit team

Purpose

1

11-17 Nov ‘19

Ram Prasad Thapaliya / Chiranjivi
Sharma / Shankar Pokharel / Tika
Chandra Maden / Ayasta Pokharel

2

17-18 Nov ’19

Chendooran Pathmanathan
Krishna Dahal

and

Participate and delivered technical
training to field staff at Gamgadhi, Mugu
Bal

Inspection of Gumboots at Nepalgunj
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3

29 Jan - 8 Feb ‘20

Shankar Pokharel / Tika Chandra Maden

Internal audit – safeguards and
technical (check radius and gradients
in completed hair pin bends and health
and safety at work sites), MHLR

4

29 Jan – 6 Feb
‘20

Arjun Poudel / Dilli Sitaula / Laxman
Shrestha

Internal review workshop, SED
training (by PCU).
Inspection and monitoring of
maintenance planning field works.

4.2 REPORTING TO DFID
As defined in the RAP3-MHLR Contract, we provide Monthly Performance Monitoring Reports to the
project donor DFID-UK AID using a format agreed with the DFID Nepal team. These include a summary
narrative of progress in the month, physical and financial results achieved, employment data, plans for
the next month and short sections on safeguarding and risk management, as well as detailing
innovations, lessons, and opportunities for improvement. These reports provide the basis for this
Trimester Report.
Trimester reports are submitted every four months (reporting periods: November to February, March to
June, July to October), with the reports submitted by the end of the following calendar month.
As per DFID’s policy for transparency, these reports are posted on the RAP3 website following review
and approval by the DFID Nepal team.

4.3 REPORTING TO GON
We submit monthly and trimester project progress reports to the Project Coordinator at Department of
Local Infrastructure (DOLI) using the standard formats given by Government of Nepal/DoLI, and copies
of the Trimester reports approved by DFID. We will also send copies to MOPID in Karnali Province.

4.4 SUMMARY OF INTERNAL AUDIT FINDINGS
As part of the RAP3-MHLR’s standard internal control process, internal audits on technical and
safeguards themes were carried out in this trimester. Physical work is progressing well and found to be
very much improved compared to previous trimesters. However, the internal audit also pointed out
areas for improvements.
A summary of the audit report with key findings and recommendations are presented below:
1. The technical audit focused on verification of corrections of hairpin bend radius, longitudinal
gradient and construction of appropriate water management works.
2. Back cutting and gradients are being maintained and corrected in completed section.
3. Radius and gradient in the corrected hairpin bends are now to standard; correction works are
continuing on completed bends that need correction.
4. As built records verified at sites and found accurate.
5. Construction of causeway at dry ravines in key places and other water management works such as
roadside drains; river training works are in progress. Construction of diagonal drains at hairpin
bends are essential to trap and divert surface runoff water safely during monsoon season.
6. Construction of water management works in settlement (Bazar) is essential to protect road as well
as to ensure road remains pliable to vehicles.
7. Work Method Statements and strip maps are being used and updated regularly. There was some
inconsistency found between the chainages of strip map and marked points at the field sites. The
Mugu section primarily needs some correction.
8. The issuing of technical instructions through an instruction sheet and in the RBGs register book is
being practiced. However, senior staff need to check and orientate field level supervision staff to
improve on these procedures and documenting issues on site instruction sheets.
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9. Sign off checklists in WMS for construction of structures to ensure quality is checked at key stages
is now being practiced.
10. Healthy workforce programme (PHASE Nepal) combined with cash incomes is having a visible
impact on local communities, who look healthier and cleaner than in the past.
11. PPE was being used by all S/RBG members in accordance with the 10 point safety check cards.
12. All excavators have been fitted with fire extinguisher
13. Fuel storage is being managed well at Bama, Darke, Satthaple and Thadi. Fuel drums were well
placed in a lockable fenced area with clear signage for no smoking and warnings that the area
contained flammable materials.
14. Stores bin cards were maintained despite items being densely packed into a small space. Bin cards
matched the ledger.
15. Calibration of fuel consumption needs to be done. This could be done by filling the tank to full,
working for one hour, then refilling the tank to measure how much fuel is used. This gives the
approximate fuel consumption/hour.
16. Public audits have been held according to the guidelines, no complaints from the participants.

5 CONSTRUCTION WORKS
5.1 WORK PLAN
A detailed work plan updated to show works complete up to February 2020 is provided in Annex 1.
The following page presents a work plan showing the progress to date and plans for the remainder of
the project. The actual works achieved during this Trimester are further described in the text below.
The diagram below is a schematic showing the approximate timing of the different sub-outputs by works
sections and by calendar quarters.
Important Note: At the time of finalising this report, the Covid 19 pandemic has forced us to shut down
the works sites. The schematic below does not show the impact of this, but the work plan in Annex 1
does.
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5.2 KEY ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
5.2.1 Improvements
During this trimester there was relatively heavy and frequent snowfall in the area of Gamgadhi Bazzar.
The The flow of melted snow along the improvement section suffered more damage than would be
expected during the winter. RMGs have not yet been formed by GON (mobilisation was delayed due
to the bad weather), so we formed some under MHLR to carry out repairs and protect the road against
further damage in this improvement section.
5.2.2 Track opening
3m track opening has reached Deuli, the end point of MHLR, but there are some short sections that
remain to be completed. These are critical sections where we need to proceed with caution due to
houses on the alignment that need to be moved and a dangerously steep and unstable section. Full
width track widening has reached to chainage 58.60 km.
5.2.3 Structures
S/RBGs have been working on structural works and tree chopping in to logs and firewood as per DFO
instructions. On the Mugu side, most of the retaining structures have been completed except for the
larger structures between Darke and Chankheli Pass. Structures work in the high altitude section from
Chankheli to Melchham Khola is yet to start due to the heavy and frequent snowfall.
5.2.4 Substantial completion
The road to Bama has been opened to traffic, with two non-project jeeps having crossed the river to
provide public transport services.
5.2.5 Environmental mitigation and monitoring
Environmental Management Action Plan (EMAP) for Mugu and Humla has been prepared and used
as a guideline for environmental mitigation measures. The EMAP is updated regularly as works are
completed. Out of 5061 stamped trees, 2125 number were felled by February in Humla side. Felled
trees were cut in to logs and firewood and stacked properly at sites allocated by DFO Humla. Third
Trimester Progress Report for GoN/DoF&SC on use of forest area and tree felling (Nov ‘19-Feb 2020)
is prepared with copies sent to DFOs of Mugu and Humla.
5.2.6 Maintenance and Resilience Pilot
Under the maintenance planning works, RAP3 MHLR has provided technical support to Infrastructure
Development Offices and Palikas for setting up RMG road maintenance works using budgets provided
by central government as conditional grants from the start of GON fiscal year in July. Out of a total
1,000km, the revised target of PRN network receiving GON budget for RMG road maintenance works
is 939km (94%) which now have RMGs formed and engaged in maintenance works with management
and technical support from PSTs With project support, local levels have engaged and continued RMGs
road maintenance works in 697km (89%) of the 783km revised MRCN target in 53 Palikas of Karnali
Province
Local and Provincial Road Standards (LPRS), Municipality and Provincial Transport Master Plan
(MTMP, PTMP) Guidelines finalised by incorporating comments from the MOFAGA stakeholder
consultation workshop participants. These are in the process of being approved by GON, which
includes several stages. The Standards will need Cabinet approval which will take longer.
A final draft PTMP for Karnali Province has been prepared taking into account revisions to the national
highway list, revised LPRS and feedback from the province. The final draft PTMP has been presented
and discussed in Development Coordination Council meetings with revisions made as necessary. The
final draft is waiting for Cabinet approval of the Karnali Province government.
MTMP preparation for 10 priority Palikas is ongoing.
Progress review meeting was organised on 30 January 2020 in Surkhet to discuss on progress of 6
months of pilot implementation, share lessons learned and experience among staff and find ways that
help better move forward to derive results of maintenance and resilience in Karnali Province in time.
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6 TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING
Technical Notes: Three technical notes for local governments covering road alignment, roadside
structures and management of excavators have been finalised based on feedback from DOLI and
submitted to GON for approval and distribution. These notes will need to be translated into Nepali.
Practical Training: A practical training session for MHLR field staff was conducted in November at
Gamgadi to bridge the gap between theory and practical, focusing on clarifying common mistakes
identified during field visits. The training was based on Works Method Statements and Technical Notes
for local governments.
Training on Store Management: To implement the auditors’ recommendations and audit action plan,
RAP3 MHLR organised a training on store management to the project storekeepers focusing on
practical issues. The main objective was to improve the efficiency and meeting the standards of store
taking system.
External Training: Newly appointed staff participated on Safe and Effective Development (SED)
training held in Surkhet. All intern engineers took part and benefitted from this training organised by
Coherence Team (PCU) of DFID.

6.1 PUBLIC AUDIT
Public audit is a regular event in RAP3 MHLR and is organized twice a year at LRUC level and after
each payment at RBG level. The event organised by LRUC at project sites includes direct beneficiaries,
local stakeholders, R/MC officials and project staff. The work bill payment details are presented, and
issues related to wage payments and other construction matters are discussed. This is not just an
opportunity for financial scrutiny, but also a general audit of how the programme activities are
proceeding under MHLR. RAP3 MHLR staff and LRUC’s representatives respond on issues and clarify
misunderstanding, if any in public audits at LRUC level.
During the reporting period, 11 public audit events at group level were held for 89 groups, where 1637
members participated, among them 587 were women. The LRUC level large public audit was not
organised due to the poor weather. It is planned for the upcoming trimester. Generally, issues are not
raised by the participants, only low wage rate and this was the same issue repeated at the group level
audit. MHLR field team responded, clarifying the reason being the project applying district wage rates
and following a result-based approach to wage payments, which is in accordance with GON norm,
applied widely in construction works in Nepal, and RAP standard practice.

7 SAFEGUARDING AND RISK MANAGEMENT
7.1 HEALTHY WORKFORCE PROGRAMME
RAP3 MHLR downstream partner Phase Nepal continues to work on the Healthy Workforce Programme
for MHLR. The programme provides health awareness programmes such as sanitation, hygiene and
nutrition, first aid orientation, and basic health treatment and care to the MHLR RBG their families, the
local community and SRBGs.
Phase Nepal team have handled a total 112 matters, including health checks, referrals to health post,
orientation and training activities in this trimester. The list of activities delivered this trimester are listed
in the table below.
Type of Activity
Outreach Clinic (ORC),
Mobile Health Camp

Unit

Event

No

Details of Participants

13

General Health check-up and counselling about
healthy behaviours as well as appropriate use of
medicines, where 219 female and 186 male members
participated.
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Risk Reduction and Safe
Working Environment
Orientation to RBGs

Event

First Aid orientation to
workers

Activity

Emergency case
management and
referrals

RAP3 MHLR

36

579 participants among them 196 were women.

38

579 participants among them 196 were women and 2
SRBG groups

Activity

16

16 cases handled out of this 6 were women

FCHV’s meeting

Activity

4

Meeting held with FCHVs on every month as planned
23 women participants where involved

Hand Wash and Personal
Hygiene Orientation

Event

3

The health team conducted 3 sessions on personal
hygiene from which 60 workers were benefited (26
male and 34 female) in February 2020

CBI MNCI Training

Event

1

Community Based Integrated Management of
Neonatal and Childhood Illness (CBIMNCI) is the
package to manage neonatal and childhood illness in
the community. The health team conducted 1 batch (2
days) training to the mother workers. A total of 25
mothers participated the training.

Waste management
meeting

Event

1

Brief orientation on the handling of waste (plastic,
food) and proper disposal of waste across the project
site.

Health Check-up

Orientation for Hand Wash and Personal Hygiene

7.2 SAFETY MEASURES
Snow Poles
We installed snow poles along a few critical sections of the road to ensure people safety during snow
fall. The snow poles indicate the edge of the road especially during heavy snow fall.
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.

7.3 INCLUSIVENESS MEASURES
On Friday 24th January 2020 we had the last inclusivity event under the 2019 planned calendar, the
theme being “Mental health”. The team showcased a skit portraying stress caused by different situations
at a workplace. While it is normal to be stressed about work, such stress when prolonged can lead to
both physical and psychological damage, including anxiety and depression which are the most common
mental health problems. With this in mind, the skit was followed by a workshop where participants were
encouraged to work in groups to identify ways that stress could have been managed better in the
different stressful situations in the skit. The workshop also shed light on ways of identifying and helping
colleagues deal with stress. The key message was that “the more we talk about mental health, the more
we will learn, understand and as a result likely to change the way we think and act about mental health”.

7.4 OTHER RISK INCIDENTS AND MITIGATIONS
Risk Registers are maintained at field and the central offices. The duty of the field and central engineers
in the event of risk identification is to discover any emerging risks in work sites or to the project and
include these in a Risk Register. The Risk Register helps to highlight the foreseeable impact and
likelihood of any hazard, what is in place to mitigate the risk and what can be done to mitigate them.
The information is also shared with the central office and Safeguard and Compliance Manager, where
the risks are assessed individually. The risk register is continually reviewed to ensure that new
information is taken into account and new hazards are identifies or previous concerns are discounted.
The key points from the risk register are also discussed with DFID in monthly meetings.
Work plan: Until now, the S/RBG labour force was sourced locally from people living alongside the
road or from other villages in Mugu and Humla districts. The numbers and progress achieved through
these is inadequate to complete works on all critical sections within the contract timeframe. This was
further exacerbated by severe weather conditions and lack of interest in Mugu and Humla to join as
SRBGs. As such, we had begun a programme to source and mobilise SRBGs from other ex-RAP3
construction districts (Kalikot and Bajura). Some of these groups were starting to mobilise towards the
end of this trimester as the weather conditions started to improve. In addition, we maximised the work
done by the excavators and other equipment as a means to accelerate the works implementation.
Critical section at Janche: In November, track opening had been held up due to a critical section at
Janche (~Ch 58). Despite mobilizing rock drill groups to speed up track opening at this section progress
was slow. In consultation with local communities and government we were able to utilise a temporary
diversion to move some excavators to a point further along the alignment to start work in the remaining
sections. Two further critical sections were then identified at Deuli (Darma, Ch 67). One is a high and
unstable slope that needs to be excavated by hand, the other is where houses are very close to the
road alignment and need to be moved. Work on these is delayed until the weather improves.
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Cold Weather: Snow fall started in November, which was over a month earlier than last year, and has
continued almost continuously throughout this trimester. As a result, we had to stop most of the S/RBG
works due to extreme cold, allowing work to continue only in the lower altitude sections.
Accidents: There was one accident this trimester in which an RBG member was hit by a stone that
rolled down a natural slope from above where she was working. She suffered a fracture, which was
treated in Nepalgunj hospital and has returned home. There were a few minor accidents, but those
involved are fully recovered and returned to work. There were a number of incidents in which members
of staff were affected by the extreme weather conditions, with suspected cases of hypothermia and
slipping over while travelling between sites.
Social Security Fund: RAP3 MHLR is now registered and all staff have received their SSF number.
The issue over whether SSF applies to S/RBGs is still not confirmed, though not thought to be required
if they are defined as project beneficiaries.
Political conflict: We are still monitoring NCP Biplav activities. No change in status and no significant
risk to report.

8 INNOVATIONS, LESSONS, OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
Inclusivity events: RAP3 MHLR launched a monthly inclusivity programme last trimester which was
continued and successfully concluded this trimester. New action plans are being considered for the next
phase of inclusivity events and will be launched in March.
Coordination with GON: All trimester and monthly reports are now being shared with DOLI, MOPID
of Karnali province and Department of Forest and Soil Conservation. Information leaflets about the
project have also been printed and distributed. We have re-established regular meetings with DOLI and
hold Steering Committee meeting in November at Kathmandu and an Annual Review Workshop in
December at Surkhet.
Winter Maintenance: The need for defined maintenance initiatives addressing issues linked to winter
conditions has been realised. These include snow clearing, drainage for snow melt, temporary signs
that indicate ice or snow in the road and delineators to mark the road edge where it is not obvious due
to snow deposits. These must also be included in the RMG guidelines for routine winter maintenance.
Winter Plantation: After intensive discussions with DFOs of Mugu and Humla, winter plantation of
walnuts is being piloted in the project site as part of compensatory planation for trees felled during track
opening. 5000 saplings of wild walnuts have been planted near Boharabada in Humla, and 4000
saplings are being prepared for planation in Mugu. This tree planting is in keeping with the GoN
requirement of 25 trees planted for every 1 tree felled as part of this project.

9 PLAN FOR THE NEXT TRIMESTER
The next trimester was due to have high physical progress as the weather improves and with this being
the main construction season. However, at the time of writing the project site has had to close due to
the Global Pandemic of COVID-19. Our forecast and plans have been updated to take account of a
potential three month shut down, thus losing the key construction period of the year. We are also
looking at ways in which when the project restarts it can support recovery of those most affected by the
impacts of the virus or the lockdown – in particular daily wage workers.

9.1 KEY ACTIVITIES
Despite the shutdown, all staff who are able to are working from home so that some progress can
continue to be made. A proposed home working plan has already been shared with DFID Nepal, and
will be continued to be updated. The key focus areas are:
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Review, revise and draft new Project Operation Guidelines
Continue with routine administration and financial management – ensure outstanding
payments are made when possible, payroll, timesheets, expenditure and forecast reporting.
Update employment data, tree log management data, EMP and strip maps based on data
collected prior to evacuation of field team
Update stocks and asset inventory records
Provide on demand remote support as needed to Province and Municipalities as required and
where possible
Continue with (10) MTMP preparation with data available and complete GIS maps for all 79
Rural / Municipalities
Finalise survey design and cost estimates of four small river crossings along MHLR.
Prepare remobilisation plan for when lockdown is lifted








It is hoped that we will resume activities as soon as it is safe to do so. However, as detailed above, the
project has prepared for a three month closure of all works activities. On remobilisation we will:


Review stocks availability and arrange for replenish of key items such as fuel and gabions as
regular activities as required



Review works programme and prioritise works based on timing of remobilisation.

9.2 PLANNED RESULTS
9.2.1

Planned Physical Results

9.2.2

Planned Financial Results

Ref

Milestone
Payments

Progress
Milestones
Completion
W2
Milestones
Covid-19
C-19
lockdown
Management
M
Milestones
Totals
W1

Previous
total

Mar '19

3,605,448

Apr '19

336,514

140,218

-

-

-

-

May '20

Jun '20

Cumulative
total

-

4,434,819

11,217,403

39.54%

-

140,218

2,804,351

5.00%

492,857

-

-

%
Completion

89,842

69,197

126,286

285,326

1,478,246

69.09%

15,500,000

37.95%

840,672

19,281

122,759

19,281

19,281

1,021,275

4,586,337

355,796

212,601

581,336

145,567

5,881,638

% of Budget

29.59%

2.30%

1.37%

3.75%

0.94%

37.95%

Cumulative %

29.59%

31.88%

33.26%

37.01%

37.95%

37.95%

9.2.3

Contract
Value

Physical and Financial Planned Results against time
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Cumulative planned (Physical &
Financial)
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
Mar '19

Apr '19

Planned Physical

May '20

Jun '20

Planned Financial

10.3 Results planning to project end.

11. COMMUNICATIONS
A summary of the news articles and updates posted on the RAP3 Website and the MHLR Twitter
account are presented on the following pages.
RAP3 MHLR celebrated International Men’s Day on 19th
November 2019 to let go of all the judgments placed on men
and to be more open to understanding to the issues they face at
work. The men in the team presented a short video of their roles,
which they are obligated to carry out in their family and society,
accompanied by a presentation that included concerns that men
silently face on a global scale. We conduct various activities
every month to promote greater equality in the workplace.
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As part of capacity building training for project field staff, the
RAP3 MHLR Central Team, held a three-day technical and
management training at Gumgadhi, Mugu from 13 to 15
November 2019. The training materials discussed in detail
included gabion retaining wall and dry wall construction
methods, updating strip maps, hill road water management, and
excavator management . This training helps to create cohesion
among field workers and also allows them to solve the various
issues that may occur in their work.

The RAP3 MHLR field team conducted an orientation
programme for our newest Road Building Groups (RBGs) from
19 November 2019 along the MHLR corridor. The team trained
our workers on the RAP3 MHLR safety package, which focuses
on safety at work, the proper use of safety gear, the daily
checklist of safety equipment at work for group leaders, and the
list of first aid items and their proper use in each group of
workers.

The first Snowfall of this year’s season in Mugu and Humla was
experienced on the month of December. Our project field team
are well aware of the dangers of heavy snow and slippery roads,
and our team cleared the snow off the track to keep the pass
open, which was done with the utmost care. RAP3 MHLR gives
high importance to workplace safety for each and every
employee who works for the project. Still, we also enjoy how
beautiful the snow is.

During the winter season, RAP3 MHLR provided high masks (or
buffs) to all the Road Building Groups (RBGs) to keep them
warm and free of dust when working on the construction site.
After wearing a high mask, our happy RBGs have been posing
for photos.

When the Mugu Karnali River was passable, the project field
team used an excavator to keep the track open for tractors
carrying the construction materials. The mobilisation of a tractor
across the Mugu Karnali River minimises the distance of
carrying fuel supplies, tools and construction materials between
the river and sites, making transportation easier and we can
continue our progress of construction without delay.
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PTMP summary presentation was made in the first session of
second day of “Karnali Province Coordination Council Meeting”
on 27th December 2019. The presentation was delivered by
SDE Mr. Gopal Sharma – MoPID Surkhet with some support by
Central Stakeholder Coordinator Mr. Laxman Bhakta Dahi
Shrestha. There was no discussion session but some of the
members put their views for implementing PTMP with clear cut
responsibilities between Province and Local Level (Palikas).
Congratulations to our Safeguards and Compliance Manager
Philippa who has passed her Professional Engineering exam in
the UK. Philippa very nearly didn’t make the exam when the
team was delayed in returning to Kathmandu from the field.
Luckily, she did, and now has a much greater appreciation for
how remote and rural the MHLR site is.

Kirsteen completed the marathon on 2nd December and
describes it as “one of the toughest things I’ve ever done”. But
having said that, she enjoyed the whole experience immensely.
Not any old marathon of course, but the highest marathon in the
world – the Everest Marathon. Her reason was simply that “as
I’m living here I might as well give it a try!”

Excessive cold forced many people to stay inside their houses
but our Dudhedaha LRUC from Humla walked for two days
ignoring the cold to reach Project Field Office, Gamgadhi for
collecting their wage. Our workers were excited to receive
money for their hard work in a cold chilly winter.

The DFID team along with DoLI, PC and RAP3 MHLR team
visited the maintenance pilot districts in Karnali Province from
6th to 9th January 2020. The team met officials of MOPID
Surkhet, Gurbakot municipality in Surkhet and Shivalaya Rural
Municipality in Jajarkot and also interacted with RMGs and
observed the situations in the field.

After the Post-monsoon Damage Assessment Survey in
provincial road network (PRN), 64 worksites were identified on
12 roads in 8 districts of Karnali Province except Humla and
Dolpa. SMGs in 5 out of 8 districts of Karnali Province was
formed only in January for specific maintenance work in
provincial road network (PRN). SMG pilot demonstration road
maintenance works normally include gabion retaining wall,
stone soling, and road widening in narrow road sections.
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Seven newly appointed engineering interns completed a 6-day
induction training course organised by RAP3 MHLR central
team. The training covered areas of planning, design,
procurement, implementation, and safeguarding. All seven of
the interns successfully passed a training assessment based on
these five themes, with one intern achieving a distinction mark.
The interns have been assigned districts, reflective of their
preferences and assessment scores, where they will be based
for the next six months.

The 12th Feb 2020 was a memorable night to celebrate 20 years
of history and close ties of Nepal-UK Rural Access Programme
supported with music from “The Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas”
at the British Embassy, Kathmandu. British Ambassador, Head
of DFID Nepal and Joint Secretary, MOFAGA extended their
heartfelt congratulations to everyone associated for RAP
success over the past 20 years.

MRPC team organised a progress review workshop with all
MRPC staff working at different cluster offices, including
participants from IDOs and MOPID on 30th Jan 2020. The
overall workshop reviewed the project implementation over the
last six months looking at the challenges faced but also
progress/achievements being made and the plan for the next six
months.

Safe and Effective Development training for our project field staff
was conducted in collaboration with Project Coherence Unit,
Surkhet. The Safe and Effective Development training
comprises components of “Risk Management”, “Do No Harm”,
and “Good Development Practice”. The training aims to
enhance understanding and capabilities on risk analysis and
works on risk reduction measures to keep staff and project safe
and effective.
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One of the display posters in ’Celebrating 20 years of Nepal-UK Rural Access Programme’event 13 Feb, 2020
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ANNEX 1: DETAILED UPDATED WORK PLAN
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